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From the view of form, epic is very comprehensive which is fused by myth, 
legend of heroes, folk story, folk ballad, proverb and so on. As an important 
expression of folk literary arts, epic is an important part of Chinese national culture. 
It is not only the diversity carrier of national culture, but also the foundation of each 
nation. Apply the legal means to providing necessary protection for epic, reasonably 
deploy rights and interests, and manage in effect, the opportunity of surviving and 
development of national culture and national cohesion would possibly be increased. 
Then national culture would be sustainably developed, and the function of protecting 
diversity of culture would be played. Therefore, the research of copyright protection 
for epic has universal significance to some extent for parole expression of folk 
literary arts, and has some reference for establishing legal protection system of other 
expression for folk literary arts in our country. 
Except  for the preface and conclusion, the paper could be divided into three 
chapters. 
In the first chapter, it mainly introduces the concept of epic, and classifies epic, 
then summarizes characteristics of epic and the necessity of legal protection for epic. 
At last, it briefly introduces current legislation about epic protection at home and 
abroad, and provides basis for further research below. 
In the second chapter, it combines with related theory in field of intellectual 
property rights, and absorbs previous useful results about protection for folk literary 
arts, then demonstrates rationality of copyright protection for epic from three aspects, 
which is the righteousness of the copyright protection on epic, legal basis and quality 














In the third chapter, it bases on the conclusion of the second chapter, combines 
with current regulations of epic protection in our country and proposes opinions in 
system construction. 
The conclusion summarizes the paper and considers that the protection of 
intellectual property rights for epic should be carried out in the copyright system. 
However, the copyright law should be amended according to the characteristic of 
epic, and this brilliant national culture in our country could be inherited and 
developed better.  
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能作为本文研究的对象。只有“口承史诗” (oral epic)，也称为“民间史诗” (folk 
epic)⑤即曾有过和现在仍有口头传统的史诗，才是本文探讨的概念范围。 
                                                        
① 林玮生.从希腊史诗的发生看汉民族史诗的缺位[J].广东外语外贸大学学报,2007,(2):43. 
② 黄涛,编著.中国民间文学概论[M].北京:中国人民大学出版社,2004.320. 
③ 林岗.20 世纪汉语“史诗问题”探论[J].中国社会科学,2007,(1):131. 









































                                                        
① 黄涛,编著.中国民间文学概论[M].北京:中国人民大学出版社,2004.324. 
② 同上,第 325 页。 
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